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historic tax credit tool box
Getting Through Windows
John M. Tess

Heritage Consulting Group

W

indows are critical to a building’s design and design requirements that address window replacement and
historic character. According to the National the project will also have to meet the local requirements,
Park Service’s (NPS’s) Illustrated Guidelines that process is entirely separate from the NPS’s review and
for Rehabilitated Historic Buildings, “As one of the few has no effect on the NPS determination.
parts of a building serving as both an interior and exterior
feature, windows are nearly always an important part Chuck Fisher, program manager at the NPS, has authored
of the historic character of a building. In most buildings, many of the NPS Tech Notes on windows, and has long
windows also comprise a considerable amount of the been recognized as an expert on windows in historic
historic fabric of the wall plane and thus are deserving of buildings. With this extensive experience, Fisher has a lot
special consideration in a rehabilitation project.” Given of salient guidance for developers.
this position, it is not surprising that the agency devotes 22
“It is important to recognize that the Park Service
Preservation Tech Notes to the topic.
approaches window replacement in the larger context
of
the building and the rehabilitation project,” he said.
Many developers start rehabilitation projects with the
intention of replacing windows, even when other practical “Important questions are ‘What is the significance of the
alternatives exist. In some instances, it is a matter of code, building and what is the relationship of the windows to
including energy efficiency standards, Americans with that significance?’ ‘How visible are the windows?’” He
Disabilities Act (ADA) considerations and operational added, “Windows on a smaller building are viewed
requirements; in other instances, the developer believes different from those of a high-rise. Windows on the rear
that replacement will provide greater budget and schedule are viewed different than those on more publically visible
elevations.”
certainty.

Because the 20 percent historic rehabilitation tax credit
(HTC) conveys 100 percent project design review to the NPS,
a developer must receive NPS approval to replace windows
– even when the existing windows are replacements – to be
approved for HTCs. This approval is distinct from any other
design reviews. Although most jurisdictions have historic

Fisher also warns that for HTC projects, the NPS approval
for window replacement is not a given. “A common problem
is that developers develop the construction schedule and
budget without taking into consideration the historic tax
program’s requirements and processes,” he said. “It is
important to address the window issue early in the planning
continued on page 2
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process. It is also recommended that the developer involve
a window expert in the process, someone who is familiar
with the Park Service requirements, the window industry
capabilities and the manufacturing processes.”
Rather than jumping to window replacement, Fisher
suggests that developers consider windows in a similar
manner as other building components. He also encourages
developers to properly evaluate window condition. There
are numerous occasions when window replacement
is unnecessary and windows may be repaired and
supplemented with interior or (if appropriate) exterior
storm windows. Such an evaluation shouldn’t be limited
to simply assessing the sashes, but should cover the entire
window, including functional and decorative features;
such features can include frames, sash, muntins, glazing,
sills, heads, hoodmolds, paneled or decorative jambs, and
moldings. If there is more than one type of window in
the building, it is imperative that each principal type be
evaluated as well. Only by conducting a proper survey of
these elements early in the process, and noting both their
individual and collective condition, can the development
team fully understand its options. Such a survey need not
encompass 100 percent of all windows, but it does need
to be systematic. Hence, a survey shouldn’t pick the best
or worst, but rather use some reasonable calculation, such
as examining 100 percent of every window on every third

floor. This analysis should be done by someone who is
well-versed with historic window types, construction
and materials, and who is experienced with window
rehabilitation involving historic buildings, particularly
with HTC projects.
If a building’s historic windows are found to be in good
condition, NPS reviewers will likely require that they be
retained and repaired. If the majority of windows are in
fair to poor condition and the nature of the deterioration
makes repair unfeasible, reviewers usually will accept
a proposal to replace the windows with appropriate,
historically compatible units. It isn’t uncommon that the
accepted solution involve several different treatments,
such as the repair of monumental windows on the lower
two floors; replacing windows on upper floors of readily
visible facades with a closely matching unit; and replacing
windows on rear elevations with a less detailed unit.
Fisher advises against relying on the project’s general
contractor to find a replacement window manufacturer
and product. Windows are a particular skill set, and
Fisher recommends using the skills of a knowledgeable
consultant, much like a developer would hire a mechanical
engineer or a terra cotta rehabilitation expert. It is also
important to allocate sufficient time for finding an
appropriate replacement product. Off-the-rack windows
continued on page 3

Photo: Courtesy of Heritage Consulting Group
The windows at 450 Sutter Street in San Francisco were replaced with prototype windows made to match the original historical windows and their features.
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are invariably cheaper but they are rarely
acceptable. Off-the-rack windows rarely reflect
the historical proportions and necessary detailing.
Often window replacement can be accomplished
through a semi-custom process where a
manufacturer augments an existing product
with customized details. A number of window
companies have built up semi-custom products to
serve the historic rehabilitation market. However,
on some HTC projects, the historic windows
being replaced may have distinctive features that
require the creation of new dies and tooling to
replicate important details. These costs can be
amortized over a large order so that the added
expense may be only a few dollars per window.
The take-away here, again, is that the developer
should engage a window expert who is familiar
with the tax credit process, windows and window
manufacturing.
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To develop replacement windows, the first step is
to get detailed, measured drawings of each major
window type. These drawings are provided to
Photo: Courtesy of Heritage Consulting Group
the manufacturer who is charged with providing An original window at the Meier & Frank Delivery Depot in Portland, Ore. before the
windows were replaced during the property’s rehabilitation and conversion into the
shop drawings of the proposed replacements that Vestas
headquarters.
meet the budget, operation goals, performance
goals and project design. These two drawings are then supply a prototype unit at no cost. Building in sufficient
submitted to State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) lead time for installation of a mock-up is critical to the
and the NPS for review. Background information about process. The field mock-up provides the best opportunity
the manufacturer and product specifications should be to ensure that the proposed replacement window will be
included with the drawing submittal. It is critical that a close match to the historic window. This also allows
the written specification cross reference and support the the development team to see firsthand any potential
depicted details, and that any required customization problems with the unit or the installation process. It is
is labeled. This last point is particularly important. The often the most expeditious way to get approval for the
submission should contain details about important window work from SHPO and the NPS, as well as from
character-defining elements such as the proposed glazing a local historic review commission. The adage “seeing is
and material finish. For example, it’s common that in the believing” holds true in the historic review process.
rehabilitation of a larger office building, existing standard
upper floor wood windows can be replaced with aluminum. The NPS is most demanding about the design of highly
Upon review, depending upon the match, SHPO or the visible windows, such as those on the lower floors of street
NPS may require design changes. This process may take elevations. The agency is less concerned with less-visible
windows, such as those on rear elevations. Additionally,
several different passes and conversations.
for high-rise buildings, the NPS is more flexible on design
The next step, which is advantageous to all parties, as visibility decreases, provided the basic visual qualities
should be the installation of a prototype. Typically, for a are not compromised.
medium to large project, the window manufacturer will
continued on page 4
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It is important to recognize that window evaluation and
replacement in the HTC program is not static. Heritage
Consulting Group’s window expert, Sam Wharton, is a
fenestration expert who has been involved in the historical
window replacement marketplace since 1980. In the 1980s,
few window manufacturers saw potential in the historic
marketplace and they were generally unwilling to modify
designs to accommodate the “historics.” Manufactured
wood and aluminum windows had established their
own identity, which was principally to fill holes in new
construction. Products at that time had scant resemblance
to the wood or steel sashes that graced window openings
during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. In deference
to a stock-sized, mass-produced market, fenestration
had suffered a loss of character. Windows were being
produced without shape or shadow. When confronted
with a historic building, the manufacturer’s solution
was simply to adapt the window opening to its needs;
articulated perimeter brick molds were covered, arched
and Palladian topped openings were paneled over.
It was then that the NPS, under Fisher’s guidance, began
to prod, encourage and challenge the window industry to
be more responsive to the shapes, proportions, articulated
material depths and stratified surfaces that distinguished
historical window materials. During the past 30 years,
the commercial window industry has responded to the
challenge. Accessories have been extruded to match
common historic profiles. Sash frames with applied
muntins and beveled inside edges became more readily
available and more closely resembled historic versions. In
some instances, new products were created to replicate
specific historic window types.

While window companies have improved their offerings
for replacing historic windows, a project team may still
make the wrong choices unless they are well-versed in the
specific capabilities of various window companies. Those
wrong choices can result in needless delays, as well as a
drawn out review process by the SHPO and NPS. That is
why it is imperative to include a fenestration expert on the
project team.
As historic preservation faces the challenges of sustainability, energy codes and new technology, the expectation is that manufacturers will continue to develop better
windows for the historic marketplace. In the meantime,
developers must recognize the challenges and procedures
for changing windows on historic buildings within the
HTC program. The process can consume substantial time
and money, significantly affecting the project schedule.
For these reasons, it is important to work with a design
team as early in the process as possible, preferably a team
that has experience in window replacement, as well as
with SHPO and the NPS. The reward is twofold: ensuring the building’s architectural integrity and securing
HTCs.

John M. Tess is president and founder of Heritage Consulting Group,
a national firm that assists property owners seeking local, state
and federal historic tax incentives for the rehabilitation of historic
properties. Since 1982 Heritage Consulting Group has represented
historic projects totaling more than $1 billion in tax credits. He can be
reached at 503-228-0272 or jmtess@heritage-consulting.com.
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